TWAS ALWAYS a Wednesday. We would meet in the morn ing. Those with cars
were to carry those without. The drive out rarely took more than an hour, Jeffrey
Ma kin leading in his Toyota . Our destination was either Clarkfield, the You Yangs,
Hanging Rock, Hurstbridge or Rockbank. We went to the Maribyrnong River in
Footscray, twice, and once, for a few days, to Wilson's Promontory. The cars would
pull off the road when we got to a suitable locale, and we would pile out with our
gear. Everyone had a paint-smeared satchel filled w ith tubes and brushes . A couple
also had collapsible easels, although most intended leaning their canvas or board
against the nearest rock or stump.

I

L'EDUCATION
SENTIMENTALE

The group was fluid, a changing m ix of students from Prahran Tech. A few, like
Merrin Eirth and Phil Hunter, went on to make names for themselves. Most did not,
the way of all art schools. Several times we met up with other artists, colleagues
of Makin's. It must have been distracting for them - espec ially Fred Williams and
Roger Kemp - drawing the landscape near inquisitive art students. But they put up
with us gracious ly, tolerating our constant glances at their sketchpads and easels
as they laboured away. Working together in the field, we were all, in the words of
Clifton Pugh, 'comrades of the canvas'. It was a phrase that Makin, uneasy with the
Leftist overtones, insisted on rephrasing as 'brothers of the brush' - whereupon one
of the girls, with deadpan irony, asked Jeff if he was being chauvinist or religious.
Ma kin always had to put up with a good deal of friendly ribbing on those painting
trips, like the oft-repeated wisecrack that he could mix any two colours and still
produce emerald green (Jeff always stood out at 1970s art functions in his favourite
green corduroy suit).
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There was usually a walk to the view once we arrived at our destination. Again
Makin led the way. Now on foot, he clambered over rusty barbed wire fences, or
stomped off through scrub and ragged grass. He would find a suitable spot, erect
his easel, put up a fresh canvas and, having scrutinised the colour of the view,
prepare his palette with squeezes of pigment. When the stragglers had arrived,
Makin turned to face us and the day's brief lesson would be delivered. I cannot
specifically remember many of those talks, although the rules have become part
of my mental furniture : gaug in g local colour; ways to block in a sky; the absence
of 'true' greens in the Australian bush; how to flood-in the foliage in a watercolour;
scumbling rocks; Ton king . I was espec ially impressed when, stand ing before the
Maribyrnong, he expla ined how to pa int the water. He drew a diagram in the dry
dirt at our feet, a cross section of waves. Then he pointed out where the light came
from that converged on the viewer's eye, tracing how the 'loo k' of water was a
combination of the reflected sky, the refracted river bottom, the reflected
background, the colour of t he water, and the colour of whatever scum might be
floating on the water's surface. I had learnt this in physics classes at high school,
but I had not then realised the same rules had been used by Monet.
The muddy oil-flecked Maribyrnong opened our eyes that day. Art and science were
in unison . That would have been when the full significance dawned on us that
Sidney Parkinson, the first wh ite artist to work in Australia r. had been a scientific
illustrator and member of James Cook's Piilcific expedition of 1768-71. As the
assistant to the botanist Joseph Banks and the naturalists Daniel Solander and
Herman Sporing, the artist's task was to record with the utmost empirical rigour
botanical, zoologica l and topographical information about the unexplored New
World. 2 Thus commenced a prestigious local lineage of artists who have contributed
at least as much to scientific knowledge of our fauna, flora and geology, as to the
nation's artistic heritage . Some, such as William Westall, the topographical artist
accompanying Matthew Flinders's systematic charting of the Australian coast,
S.TGill, illustrator on the Horrocks expedition to the Fl inders Ranges, Ludwig
Becker, the artist in Burke and Wi ll s's ill-fated expedition across outback Australia,
and Eugen Guerard 3 and Nicholas Chevalier, the artists on Georg Neumayer's
expeditions to Cape Otway and the Australian Alps, produced possibly their finest
landscapes when scrutinising nature with this scientific curiosity.

CHRISTOPHER HEATHCOTE

1 W hile it wa s always nicknamed 'Prahra n Tech', Prahran College of Adva nced Ed ucation was then th e offi cial name for an
art school t hat had existed since t he 1860s. Th e college was
headquartered in suburban Pra hran, although the painting and
sculpture departments occupied a form er factory in the indust ria l zone of Bl azey Street, Richm ond. Th e art school merge d
into th e Victori an Co llege of t he Arts in 1992.
2

By t he time they retu rn ed to Brita in, Banks and Solander had
deve loped such an inte re st in drawin g and waterco lour t hat,
together w ith another botanist , Dr. Lightfoot, they em ployed
the land sca pist Paul Sandby to accom pa ny th em on a fortnight's tour of coastal and mountaineous areas in rugged north
Wa les during 1773 . Sa ndby, w ho w as by thi s tim e drawing
instructor at t he Royal Military Academy, published aquatint
views f ro m thi s trip three years late r.

3

Gu erard seems to have see n him se lf prim arily as a w il de rness painter, dressing up as Salvator Rosa - the fo under of
the w ilderness painting tradition - at a costume ball he attended in M elbourne during 1863 contrary to usual practice. Like
many Austrian and Germ ani c settl ers Guerard found him se lf
dubbed 'von Guerard ' by t he colon ial press on the eve of the
Franco-Pruss ian w ar - 'vo n' bein g very clea rly a dismi ss ive
taunt used by British journalists to bel ittle those colonists who
they considered unpatriotic foreigners. Indeed, in an unpublished letter of July 1870 to the Argus newspaper responding
to the very hostile review t hat had first ca lled him 'von
Guerard', t he art ist deli be rat ely described him self as simply
'G' or 'Guerard'. I have respected t he arti st's own wis hes on
his surn am e t hroughout whe n writ ing t his essay.
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The English theorist Uvedale Price seems to have first written
a li st of features that should be in cluded in all land sca pes,
w hen he expounded the guidelines for landsca pe art (both in
gard ening and painting) in his Essay on th e Picturesque
(1794) . Of co urse, Price w as largely drawing tog et he r and
consolidati ng id eas t hat were being promulgated by t he Rev.
W illiam Gilpin, t he leading trave l w riter and w atercolo urist ,
especial ly in his work Three Essa ys on Picturesque Beauty;
on Picturesque Tra vel; and on Ske tch ing the Landscape; to
which is added a Poem, on Landscape Painting (1 792). As an
artist, Gilpin was not one for a literal depiction - as a contempora ry comp lained to hi m, ' If a Voya ger down the ri ve r Wye
ta kes out yo ur Book, his very Boatman crys out, " nay Sr you
may loo k in va in there, no body ca n fin d one Pict ure in it th e
least like'.' This prefe rence for exa ggeration saw Gi lpin m ischievously satiri sed byWilliam Combe andThoma s Rowlandso n in t heir com ic ill ust rated poem The Tour of Dr Syntax in
Search of the Picturesque (18 12); alth oug h the w idespread
cri ti cism of hi s w ritings did not seem to reach MajorTh omas
Mitchell , Surveyor Gene ral of New South Wales durin g th e
1830s and 40s, w ho not only ad m ired Gilpin's wo rks, taking
down poi nts f rom t hem in his notebooks, but used Gilpin's
system to arrange his own drawings of remote sce nes encoun tered in hi s exp lorations of t he Australia n interi or. (The
phenome nologist Pau l Ca rter has also shown that Mitchell
used t he st yles of Rosa, Claud e an d Joh n Mart in as model s
w hen prepa ring 'topog raphi ca l views' of Au stralia, often visually reph ras ing - on some occasio ns blatant ly co ncocti ng scenes to ma ke t hem ad here to It alianate pict uresque
form ula s.)
Admitted ly, the idea that la ndscapes co uld be assem bl ed
recipe-li ke f rom a set of ing red ients seems to have been
in augurated two centuri es earli er in Rom e through t he w ork
of t he early fo unders of landscape painti ng, M atthias and
Paulus Brill ; a tendency that was rapid ly conso li dated at
Ams terdam in t he Nort hern Netherl ands by t heir influ ential
foll owers, the printmakers Gilli s van Co ni nxloo and David
Vinckboons, w ho establi shed a veritab le 'schoo l' of pictu resque and highly fo rmu laic la ndscape-makin g in th e emi gre
Fl emi sh co lony of Franke nt hal. At around th e sam e t ime, th e
form ulaic landscape was reaching its Ita lian apogee in t he
pai nti ngs of ' Pi ero diTempest a' (ie. Pet er t he Storm-ma ker),
so-ca lled beca use for ma ny years he manufactured sto rmy
seasca pes th at w ere entirely imaginary, bei ng built from
scen ic props. W e know his pi ctures w ere invented not just
beca use t he sa m e elem ents keep appea ring in different
com binations, but beca use di Tempest a spent these years
under detenti on in cen tral Italy.
Beyon d Weste rn art , a sim ilar issue had affected Ch inese art
as early as the 8th ce ntury. Thi s w as w hen landscape
pa inting came to be divided bet wee n t he So uthern School,
founded by t he scholar-a rti st Wan g We i, and the North ern
School, inaugurated by t he court pa inter Li Ss u-H sun. So uthern School landscapes, w hich were usually executed in monochrome ink with a stress on ca lligraph ic bru shwork, were
trea ted as t he sincere crea t ions of an art ist of similar standing to a scholar, monk or hermit, their purpose being to achieve
self-cu ltivation and spiritual understanding. In contrast Northern
School landscapes, identif ied by t heir precise line tech nique
and highly decorative colourin g, we re sa id to be more rhetori ca l - and hence vul ga r - being manufact ured acco rdi ng to
ornamental formulas by professional painters seeking worldly
success and rich es.
5 Some of th e ea rli est veristi c landscapes we re made by th e
Dutch to accompany detailed maps of cities and reg ions, the
landscape view bei ng consi dered a furt her leve l of topographi cal information . Indeed, Wenceslaus Holl ar, t he Bohemian draughtsman w ho introd uced lan dscape painti ng and
drawing to England in t he 17th century, was originally hired to
make maps and oth er li ke nesses of tow ns and areas for Lord
Aru ndel, who was t rave lling through Europe on a diplomatic
m ission.
6

In ea rly 18t h century England topographica l views we re often
termed 'prospects', whi le 'Iandskip ' referred to ideal or man ipu lated views.
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Ironica lly, w hile Clau de Lorrain's sce nes may appea r t ra nquil,
on 19 February 1787 during a visit to Rom e, the Germ an poet
J.W Goethe noted in hi s journal that th e m ellow haze cha racte ri sti c of Claude's paintings - so loved as by later painters
- was actually atm ospheric po lluti on cau sed by t hick discharges of smo ke and ash from an erupt ing Vesuviu s.

8

In Australia, t he art ists w ho m ost typify thi s app roach have
been Conrad M artens, a m uch over-rated colonial job pai nter,
and Ernest Buckmaster, a successful 1930s sig n-writer
turned art ist. Both devised works thorou ghly in keeping w ith
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But the problems fo r us, as we labou red over our studies of the brown greasy
Maribyrnong slinking behind factories, were more pragmatic. How to use rules from
the physical sciences to arrange dabs of oil pa int? It was a struggle. Still, a door had
been opened to us. Late in the afternoon, over the inevitable drinks in a pub, Makin
discussed t his unseen side of landscape painting, how it had not always been a
compositional game with visua l license being used to 'pretty up' a view. There often
were higher imperatives than the picturesque.

OW MANY LANDSCAPE pa intings are a form of wishful thinking? How often
do we encounter views of the Australian scene that presen.t not the land as it
is, but a picturesque f iction? Most of us are quite familiar w ith such works and can
probably list the chief ingredients: gentle blue skies above, fecund pastures ambling
back to the horizon , a cree k wandering in the distance, some well-fed livestock,
perhaps, or a rustic-looking farmhouse, and, of course, several stately gums framing
the scene. A compositional recipe outlining how to produce an attractive view by
inserting these devices into a scene is even taught by certa in artists in introductory
pa inting classes . Once they learn the formula, would-be landscapists do not
necessarily work from a specific outdoor view, but will often assemble their sunny
pastora ls from such elements rather like stage designers using theatre props to
build a plausible set.4

H

Behind these wel l-rehearsed pictorial conventions lies a dilemma that has
troubled landscape artists since the genesis of the Western landscape tradition: is
the painter's first duty to attractiveness, or to t ruth? Shou ld he give priority to
imagination, or to accu racy? It is an old , old issue. The Dutch, from whom we get
the very word 'landscape' (landschap) f irmly discriminated from the f irst decade of
the seventeenth century between views drawn and painted uyt den gheest (from
the imagination) and naer het leven (from life). Den gheest conveys the sense that
a view be lifelike, yet it is still something invented rather than veristically described;
while het leven, which was altied with mapping and cartography, was thoroughly
purged of creativity.5 A century later th is distinction was sti ll made in England,
landscape drawing and painting being automatically divided into 'the ideal' and 'the
topographical'.6
Te rminology may have altered yet the issue remains unchanged in Australia today,
art students being taught that landscapes are either 'observed' or 'composed'. In
this respect, pespite considerable changes in style, a thematic connection does run
from Austral ian watercolourists back to those Dutch Ita lianates who gravitated to
baroque Rome. The fact is that many artists have simply wished to use their works
to offer a scene of comfort and reassurance. Elevating pastoralism over naturalism,
they adjust an observed scene and exaggerate its positive attributes, or will contrive
an entire view. The world of the 'typical' landscape painting - from the idyllic groves
in mellow light defined by Claude and Poussin to the golden paddocks of our own
'Streetonites' and 'Heysenettes' - has been largely undisturbed by flood, drought,
fire, storm, erosion, disease or infertilityJ Instead, the land depicted is idealised;·
for the most popular forms of landscape art have depicted the cheerful view, the
pleasant prospect, the locus amoenus, a scene of soothing park-like tranquillity. 8
Some viewers may be perplexed by these rema rks, having assumed that the
inherent measure of a landscape picture lies in its decorative values. 9 However,
images of landscape are in effect visual texts in which the artist's broad outlook
towards nature are inscribed. Despite the pressu re of accuracy, no serious artist,

from the photographer to the draughtsman, and from the strictly figurative painter
through to the committed abstractionist, has ever set down a literal transcription
of observed fact when working from landscape . On the contrary, their works are
invariably forms of visual metaphor that have been shaped in accordance with the
artist's values, the way he or she understands the world as fitting together (as the
novelist Gerald Murnane has suggested, all creative people seem to carry within
themselves a mental landscape called 'the world'). Clearly this is the case with
traditional Aboriginal art which arises from the artist's religious beliefs, the individual
painting striving to explain aspects of the spiritual, moral and natural order of the
world .10 The same holds true for all serious landscape art, and it is probably why
artists keep investigating the natural world. Their underlying purpose is to convey
not the look, but the experience of landscape in a fuller sense. From Canaletto's
architectonic perspectives of bustling mercantile Venice to the mist shrouded
outcrops and craggy pine trees of Chinese floating landscapes, all talk about
landscape art is pointless until one grasps this tenet. 11 Landscape art has arisen
from the pursuit not of an outward, but an inner truth: the genius locus (the spirit
of place).

the idyllic visions of Theocritus, the happy cou ntryman of
Horace, and the robust agricultural activities detailed in Virg il 's
Georgics, transforming Austra lia into a new Arcady. The
countryside is always seen as charming, secure and peaceful
- no wonder their formulaic works were so popular in their day.
9

'HabitatTheory' proposes that the aesthetic satisfaction we
experience when contemplating such scenes derives from
our unconscious perception of environmenta l features associated with cond itions favou rable for comfortable survival.

10

Like some major Aborigina l works, the earliest Flemish and
German landscapes attempt through schematisation to summarise and explain phenomena in the entire known wo rld .
Hence landscapes by Pi eter Bruegel or Joachim Patinir will
each include a forest, distant mountains, undeveloped land,
farmlands, a village, a distant city, a river, the distant sea, clear
skies to one side, and dark cloudy skies to the other.
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In the case of
the Chinese painting form which
peaked in the late Tang and Sung dynasties, representing the
landscape was an activity intimately linked with philosoph ica l
reflection. This is the thrust of Hua shanshui lu (c.950), a
formative essay on the practice of landscape painting by the
scho lar-artist Ching Hao, which ends on the note that the
point of reproducing natural forms is not objective realism, but
a strugg le to show their deeper significance. This attitude was
reiterated a ce ntury later by the foremost Sung landscapist
Kuo Hsi in the definitive book of sayings Shanshui hsun
(c.1080s), although the clearest stateme nt on the metaphys ical underpinnings of landscape art seems to occur in
Shanshui ch'un-ch'uan chi (1121), a lesser known essay by the
scholar-artist Han Cho. Shanshui, he explained, is the method
'through which one masters the moral virtues of the universe
and symbolises the nature of all things: adding elsewhere
that 'with painting one can probe into anything within the
universe, manifest what is not illuminated by the sun and
moon: and later still, 'the art of landscape painting has purity
and blandness in its character, subtlety and profundity in its
order.'

Hence, whether I am speaking of, say, Hans Heysen's dreamy pastorals, John
Olsen's chaotic macrocosm or Fred Williams's sometimes bleak monotony, the
picture aims to represent the order which underlies the world. The point is to look
beyond the works' immediate aesthetic qualities and consider deeper perspectives
on offer. Where Heysen's heroic images of dozy cattle beneath craggy gums
hearken back to sentimental ideas of the 'good old. days', Olsen finds a ruddy
Dionysian beauty in the flickering emerald of fl ies swarming over wallaby droppings,
and in my view W illiams perceives a dull, cheerless waste where no birds sing.
These outlooks may even be detected in the artists' techniques, particularly their
distinctive brushwork: in Heysen it is manifested as a soft, mellow, at moments
dreamy pictorialism, in Olsen it is an earthy, energetic graffiti-like expressionism,
and in Williams it becomes his austere, detached, disturbingly alienated semigraphic style. Each artist may paint Australia, but, to my eye, they work from - and
articulate - different viewpoints and attitudes to the country. The landscape IS
shown as something perceived.

HE CLEAREST remembered image I have of Jeff Makin painting the
landscape is when we were on the beach atTidal River in Wilson's Promontory
National Park. Ignoring the obvious coastal scenic incidents which the rest of us
were painting, he set his easel squarely facing the south . The eye could see clear
to the horizon that morning, with not a single cloud breaking the sky. The only interruption to this view was a scrub-topped sandstone Tor squatting about a kilometre
offshore in Bass Strait. Makin made a quick, blunt rendering of this outcrop in the
centre of his canvas. Then, mixing a combination of blues into an opaque film, he
proceeded to swipe in the pale sky, and beneath it, the deep placid ocean. It was
elegantly simple. The knobby solidTor butted above and below by expanses of air
. and water: a yellow lump against fields of pale and full liquid blue. Over the
following hours it was revised, roughened up, revised, roughened up once more.
Some areas of paint were rubbed back, then put in again differently; others were
scraped off altogether and a different mix blocked in; others still had small visual
highlights added in a different hue. There was a constant shuttling to-and-fro
between visual accuracy and abstract schematisation.

Accord ingly, there were weig hty symbol ic overtones to the
vocabulary of images used by the painter when fashioning a
landscape. For in stance, it was felt that th e relationship of
rock to water signifies qualities of solid to void, active to
passive, masculine to feminine as they interact in the natural
wo rld. Eve rything presented in the land scape - trees,
clouds, flowers, soil - mirrors such oppositions. In a more
direct sense the chief purpose of the landscape painting was
to represent the world as a living entity. This is implicit in the
very word for landsca pe art, Shanshui, w hich means literally
mountains-and-water, although the sense of the term
conveys the idea that scenic feature s w ithin a landscape
amount to the anatomica l elements of a single organism.
Hence it is that we find painters treating mountain rocks and
streams as bodily metaphors: 'Rocks are the bones of heaven
and earth: Kuo Hsi explains, 'dews and water are the blood
of heaven of earth.' To be sure, later in the same discussion
the author affirms that 'Watercourses are the arteries of a
mountain; grass and trees its hai r; mist and haze its
complexion: while a century later Han Cho supplies an even
more detailed scenic blazon: a mountain 'with few trees is
bare bones', forests are 'clothes', vegetation is 'hair', vapours
and clouds are 'facia l expressions', scenic elements its
'ornaments', water its 'blood vesse ls', fog and mists its
'expressions of mood'.

T

At the time Makin was wrestling with Greenbergian Formalism. 12 Many landscapists were in the late 1960s and 1970s. There wasn't strictly speaking a style,

Notably, the category of Shanshui was broad enough to
encompass certain forms of nature poetry and even garden
design. Hence we find that some of these early idea s were
subsequently refined and adapted by Japane se garden
desig ners and ca me to underpin the evolution of the contemplative or 'zen' garden (which explains the later Japanese view
that stones give character or 'sand' to a garden, and wate r
acts as its 'life blood') .
12

During the 1950s and 60s the prominent New York critic
Clement Greenberg had argued that the course of modern art
cou ld be explained by a preoccupation with truth-to-materials.
Hence, the most important painters made works that
explored and foregrounded those qualities di stinctive or
peculiar to paint: the glistening oiliness of pigment, the drag
of the brush, the pungency of the colou r, and so forth . Greenberg insisted that paintings should primarily be 'about paint'.
Thi s may have been the current theory of the day, although
the major early examples of Hercules Segers (etching),
Rembrandt van Rijn (etching), Alexander Cozens (pen & ink,
watercolour) and J.M.W. Turner (watercolour, oi l painting)
demonstrated that the aestheticised exaggeration of formal
qualities in landscape art was hardly new.

15

rather there was a doctrine. The common ambition was to make what were ca lled
'tough' paintings, to have the picture working in terms of its chromatic values and
surface textures. Indeed, most artists would talk about landscape painting needing
to succeed in terms of 'push-and-pull', 'integrity to the picture plane' and similar
New York imperatives. Painting was a formal display, a spicy demonstration of the
right moves with a brush or knife. The eye was meant to savour broad areas of flat
resonant colour which were offset by subsidiary patches of tasty clotted brushwork.
It was a time of highly mannered, introverted painting, for a lot of people chose just
to abbreviate a view, and fill it in appropriately - the easy way out. (We constantly
toiled against this as we worked outdoors, trying not to resort to a repertoire of slick
tricks.) Even if it wasn't what they were really about, painters therefore found their
works analysed in rigid Formalist terms; which led to contemporary theorists
invoking the oddest influences when praising major artists. I remember hearing a
zealous young academic finding a supposed connection between the vaporous
abstractions of Jules Olitski in the atmospheric, lyrically-coloured landscapes of
Lloyd Rees, and insisting there were echoes of Elsworth Kelly's geometry in Brett
Whiteley's Lavender Bay views. For better or worse, the critical climate was inclined
that way.

13

Desiderius Orban had run quite influential private art classes
in his Sydney studio during the 1940s and 50s, while John
Passmore had taught painting at Julian Ashton's art school
during the 1950s.

14 Traditionally the painters from Germany, Flanders and the
Netherlands suggested depth of field in view painting
through the phenomenology of colour. Dividing colours into
those which moved either 'forward' or 'back' (now called
'warm' and 'cool' colours), they developed the blue-greenbrown formula for painting landscapes. Scenes were divided
into three planes, with the general background colouring
being blue, the middleground green and the foreground
brown (German landscapists also used deflected vistas
running back through trees). This triple plane approach was
codified in Carl van Mander's Het Schilder-Boeck (1604), the
instruction manual used by Northern landscapists for over a
century.
This was not the only visual system used to establish pictorial
depth. Where Northern artists emphasised the mechanisms
of human perception, the artists of central Italy imposed a
rational system on the external world by using geometric
perspective to construct a view. This required the artist to
arrange scenes in line with imaginary grids which converged
on vanishing points, an approach encapsulated in the Leon
Battista Alberti's treatise Della Pittura (1535-40). Meanwhile,
the Venetians stressed the primacy of observation, devising
a spatial system steeped in the analysis of atmospheric
effects. They suggested distance through setting up a series
of contrasts, using a combination of blurriness, a narrow midtonal range and bleaching out colours to suggest distant
objects, and sharpness, a full tonal range and full colour range
to suggest near objects. Venetian pictures also tend to rely
heavily on setting distance by using coulisses (ie. theatrical
sidescreens and flats running in from either wing of the
composition).
And, if we look beyond Europe, three forms of suggesting
distance had been used by Chinese artists practicing
Shanshui since the 10th century: 'high distance' (kao yuan)
where mountains are depicted as if seen looking up from
their base, 'deep distance' (shen yuan) which allows us a
bird's-eye view over successive ranges, and 'level distance'
(p'ing yuan) where the landscape is arranged as a continuous
recession back to a low set horizon.
15

There was also a sense in which Makin was visually
'debating' Fred Williams. During the early 1970s Williams
produced many gouache studies in which the paper was
prepared by being divided into long horizontal segments with
masking tape. This unusual landscape-strip format was greatly
to his liking, for it freed him of the distracting problems of
whether to flatten out foreground and sky with coloured fill,
or labour over a superfluous perspectival and atmospheric
arrangement. With his broad upper and lower bands of colour
either side of his 'zip', Makin was reasserting the visual
weight of those pictorial zones that Williams had deleted.
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This is not to say that many painters weren't adopting and adapting received
images. Fred Williams, I believe, honed his mature style by superimposing Mondrian upon Nolan: the underlying structure for his 'classic' compositions was the
former's plus-and-minus notational system laid upon a blank 'Kelly' period planar
landscape. (This did not occur to many Formalists; who read Williams's pictures as
a field of activated colour upon which sat rich dabs and dashes of thick paint
denoting trees, stumps and rocks.) Makin himself was working in what looked a
very 'Sydney Cezannist' format when he arrived in Melbourne. His paintings were
not unlike a quilt of alternating coloured patches, each one reminiscent of the
belatedly elevated New York abstractionist Philip Guston . They had an even background colour upon wh ich he arranged rectangular sub-units of pigment, each
assembled from carefully knitted brushstrokes, and gathered in an ovoid shape on
the canvas. This format particularly made sense in a large drawing on cotton duck
which hung in Makin's office . Using a stump of charcoal, he had arranged broad
drags of stick-like lines into clusters of horizontal and vertical marks sitting on the
pale material . It might have resembled a bumpy grid, but the composition made a
potent point about the way Cezannists understa'nd landscapes. It neatly distilled
their approach down to visual fundamentals. These were paintings and drawings
that spoke of a sensibility immersed in Paul Cezanne's late works, those prismatically coloured views of Bibemus Quarry and Mont Sainte-Victoire, filtered through
the influential Sydney teacher-painters Desiderius Orban and John Passmore. 13
Makin soon changed course. A fresh path appeared when he reformulated the
traditional blue-green-brown format of Northern landscape painting, and merged
it with Barnett Newman's transcendental abstractions. 14 One of the few artists who
straddled ,A!bstract Expressionism and Colour Field art, Newman had filled his works
with a single, sombre colour through which ran skinny, bright, vertical bars he called
'zips'. Makin put this through a ninety-degree rotation, widening the 'zip' and filling '
it with the landscape. Throughout the 1970s his most resolved paintings consisted
of a narrow horizontal strip of carefully worked landscape features (which were
prevailingly green) framed by two broad bands of activated colour which denoted
sky (blue) and earth (orange) respectively. It was a tel ling response to the prevailing
critical debate, a blend of regional and overseas concerns. The flat upper and lower
bands came stra ight from Colour Field abstraction, while the green zone was filled
with geometrically simplified landscape features, tasty paintwork, and dark lines
squeezed from the tube then lightly textured with a brush - a feature picked up from
his painting alongside Williams. 15 As the major American abstractionist Kenneth
Noland remarked while on a residency at Prahran Tech in 1976, Makin's paintings
represented in a very literal sense regional Cezannism squeezed between international Formalism.

Usually Makin's main creative decisions took place in the studio, although the view
of the Tor from Tidal River that day presented him with a perfect opportunity to
execute a 'zip' landscape in the field . There it was before ou r very eyes: the
landscape suspended between two pla nes of uninflected colour. But we began to
realise, as he laboured in a chill breeze over what should have been a straightforward picture, that something more was at stake that morning. All the erasures and
revisions, the process of rubbing the paint surface with rags, scraping it with knives,
stroking it with brushes, was about more than ach ieving a clever painterly effect.
Makin seemed to be hunting, to be reaching into the motif and trying to turn it into
more than it was.
By eleven o'clock - morning smoko - it was apparent what was taking place . The
Tor in the ocean had become a symbol. Just as Whiteley animated the landscape
by treating it as a lover's body, shaping it into rhyming forms that spoke visually of
the sensual swerves and lumps of breasts, hips and thighs, so too was this chunky
form about something else . Makin was remaking the squat outcrop surrounded by
sea and air into a symbol for a solitary figure standing against the implad:able world.
Watching him standing at his easel , oblivious to the driving wind and surf spray as
he wrestled with the image, it almost seemed as if the artist was painting himself.
In the evening, dissatisfied with the work, he wiped the canvas clean.

N 336 BC, an audacious 20-year-old Macedonian named Alexander - soon to be
lionised as :A.lexander the Great' - ascended the Hellen ic throne and began his
conquests of the surrounding world. Over the following half millenium nearly every
adult from Italy to India (and, following the expansion of Imperial Rome, even
England) experienced Greek culture. What has subsequently come to be identified
as the 'provincialism prob lem' first became a living reality for those conquered
indigenous peoples. Social activity was necessarily split between the regional and
the international, that is, between the 'low' forms and customs of life traditionally
practised within a locality, and an alternate set of 'higher' conventions imposed by
a conquering culture. Intellectual life over the vast distances of empire were
immersed in Hellenism, a core set of Greek values and ideals, whi le official business
was necessarily conducted in Kaine, an espe ranto-like Greek dialect common
across occupied countries . This was why, for example, wh ile Jesus of Nazareth daily
spoke Aramaic, the Gospels were recorded in Greek.

I

Historically, the most significant collision between Hellenism and a regional culture
arose over Judaism . To the Greeks, the Jews seemed a group of wowserish
ascetics. They appeared stiflingly rule-bound in terms of how they should behave
towards others, what they could eat, how they could dress, when and how they
cou ld travel . They would not even participate in normal Greek social activities, such
as stripping off and competing in sports at the gymnasium, or participating in celebrations dedicated to the gods. Of course, from the Jewish standpoint a Hellenic
lifestyle was marred by sinful excess, which is why, unlike other conquered
peoples, they so obstinately resisted all efforts to get them to assimilate Greek
values. The Jews were a people with a value system and cosmic outlook that was
inexplicable to their rulers.
Among the factors that set the Jews as a nation apart with in the Hellenic world was
an attitude towards place, towards landscape, towards environment. Like the
Greeks (and their Roman successors), the Jews ce rta inly pe rceived most land
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16 The clearest statement of the Graeco-Roman view that
nature was valued only if it was 'useful' is found in Virgil's
Georgie poems, the author plunging into rapture at the
prospect of wild trees and forests being cleared to make way
for pastures and crops. The Greeks and Romans reviled uncontrolled nature - an attitude encapsulated in the Middle
English word country and its Old French source con tree.
Derived from the Mediaeval Latin contrata (opposite, or
against)' the terms contree or country were used by the
Normans to designate undeveloped land, the exact opposite
of the land on which people lived and worked. Country literally
meant a waste or wasteland, that is, land that in not being
used for human benefit or profit was being-wasted or
going-to-waste. It was only in the 13th century that the word
country began to mean rural land in general.
17

Following a precedent set by the compilers of the King James
Bible, this ancient name is inaccurately rendered as 'the
Almighty' in English translations of the Bible.
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Hellenic myths likewise had certain Greek and Roman
deities manifest themselves in the form of elements, but the
idea that the natural setting for a deity should be a wilderness
was wholly foreign to Greek thought.
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Of course, the pre-Roman cultures of Northern and Western
Europe also valued wilderness as a place of potential
theistic encounter. However, they largely perceived nature as
the setting for violent struggles between, or against, deities.
Landscape as scene for war. Whereas the monotheistic
religions increasingly took the view that the landscape was a
serene cathedral or temple of nature.

20 Trained as a topographical draughtsman by the Board of
Ordinance, Paul Sandby had began his distinguished artistic
career working for the English army during the aftermath of
Culloden. His main task was to help prepare the first draft for
a large map of Scotland - an integral part in the reinforcement
of British security - the artist accompanying military survey
parties through the lowlands and parts of the highlands,
where he made strategically valuable drawings and watercolours of assorted dangerous districts. As a consequence,
the Highlanders so admired in his later landscape paintings
were originally intended not as mere rustics: they were signs
of danger and lawlessness.
21

These ideas are nowadays intimately bound up with the
'sublime', a term that has been shorn of meaning through
overuse . Initially, in the English essayist Edmund Burke's
influential work A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our
Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful (1757), it referred to an
aesthetic feeling or experence. Sublimity was the awe or
terror felt by a viewer when encountering something that was
simultaneously inexplicable, mighty, apparently empty and
vast. For Burke, a sublime painting or poem dealt with
strange, forceful, void-like and immense phenomena that
withstood human scale and understanding. Tightening the
definition in his Critique of Judgement (1790), the German
geographer and philosopher Immanuel Kant likewise wrote .
of the 'fearfulness' in one who beheld the poignant limitlessness and power of nature: sublimity was a sense of
mortal impotence excited by wildness, chaos, disorder and
desolation. However, in an often overlooked passage (§28)' he
reasoned that sublimity was an irrational state suffered by
those who mistook tempests, storms, earthquakes and other
dangerous natural phenomena as manifestations of divine
wrath . For Kant, these 'fearful' or sublime feelings in the face
of infinitude were symptomatic of superstition and pagan
ignorance, whereas 'calm reflection' was found in those truly
reflecting on divine greatness and the work of God .
Actually, it was the Romantics who scrambled the frightened
awe of sublimity with the apprehension of a purposeful
design behind physical phenomena. The sublime for them
was associated with transcendental perception, with grasping
this larger pattern of design in nature (an idea developed in
Alexander Humboldt's popular study of natural history Views
of Nature of 1808). This approach was subsequently consolidated and adapted for the visual arts in the major work
Modern Painters (1843-73) by the 19th century English critic
John Ruskin who, even though he spurned Kant and the
German idealists, intepreted sublimity as an affect of our
discerning God's boundless, yet methodical handwork in the
cosmos.
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according to its economic utility. They highly prized land that was under cultivation,
and appreciated land that could be used for grazing; yet they did not regard all land
wholely in these functionalist utilitarian terms. Unlike the Greeks and Romans, who
saw land simply as domestic (useful) vs. wild (wasteful), they did not dismiss uncultivated land - the Jews valued wilderness. 16 This outlook mirrored values implicit
in their holy scriptures which located God and mankind not just in relation to each
other, but to place. God appears in these books as a being of the wilderness. He
is shown to communicate directly with human beings in deserts, woods and mountain wastes, appearing there as elemental phenomena: as whirlwinds, fire, smoke,
mist, and a pillar of light (lightning). What needs to be stressed is that the
wilderness itself is presented as sacred. 'Take off your sandals,' Yahweh orders
when he first appears before Moses as a burning bush in the desert at Mount
Horeb, 'for the place where you are standing is holy ground' (Exodus 3.5). To be
sure, the oldest name of God rec;:orded in these books is a wilderness term, EI
Shaddai. Biblical commentators often loosely phrase EI Shaddai as meaning 'God
of the mountain', although etymologists point out that the sense of this ancient
name from upper Mesopotamia is really closer to 'God of the mountain
wilderness' or 'God of the open waste'.17
The wilderness, according to this view, was a place of spiritual encounter. 18 This was
an unbroken outlook that led from the patriarchs Abraham and Moses, continued
through the Prophets, and culminated in the activities of John the Baptist, an
ascetic wanderer in the wastes, and Jesus of Nazareth, who likewise went into the
wilderness for periods of spiritual retreat. From Judaism, these values flowed into
the related monotheistic religions. Beginning with the experiences of Saul of Tarsus
on a rough trip through back country to Damascus, early Christians reiterated the
link between wilderness and the presence of God. And, by the third century,
Jerome had inaugurated a wave of reclusive Anchorites who settled in the
wilderness to lead a spiritual life. Similarly Islam commenced with the visions
experienced by Muhammad ibn Abdallah on retreat near Mount Hira, thus inaugurating the Moslem tradition of holy men who chose to live alone in the Arabian
steppes. For those brought up under the umbrella of the three monotheistic
religions - Judaism, Christianity, Islam - wilderness was potentially holy, a place of
spiritual encounter.
The terms had been set for landscape-based artistic works which equated
wilderness with the sacred. 19 However, an aversion to direct visual representation
maintained by Judaic and Is lamic cultures impeded the creative evolution of such
work, while the Graeco-Roman values that prevailed in Roman Catholic Europe
ensured that the landscape painting tradition that originated there presented the
wilderness as untamed and dangerous (this was why Salvator Rosa presented
savage forests and inhospitable crags as a menacing realm of bandits and lawless
desparados, Paul Sandby had sword-wielding Jacobite outlaws in kilts scurrying
about the rough highlands of Scotland, and, at the tail end of that school, John
Glover cast the Australian bush as a unruly place of writhing, serpentine trees and
wild natives).2o Where a positive, wilderness-oriented visual art sprouted was in
those European cultures which were drawn to fundamentalism and supported a
strong theology of a personal God. The chief outbursts were in Bohemia and
Moravia during the brief Hussite reformation, in Germanic Europe with the rise of
Lutherism, and in Britain during the expansion of Wesleyism. These cultures
endorsed forms of landscape painting that attempted to reveal 'spiritual' forces
within unspoilt nature. Wilderness art, it was asserted within these cultures, should
deal with the transcendentally immense: the landscape painting revealed a divine
fingerprint upon the natural world. 21

HERE WAS AT LEAST as much talk as there was drawing and painting during
our weekly excursions into the landscape. We usually began by chatting about
exhibitions recently seen, and the merits, or lack of them, of individual works in
those shows. The novels we were reading also figured highly in the day's conversation (this was that pre-video and pre-internet epoch in which art students
voraciously devoured literature). And there was a recurring argument about whether
we should follow 'the Nolan' or 'the Boyd' approach to plein airism, abbreviating the
scene or cramming it w ith observed detail. 22 But the main topic of discourse was
where
the history of landscape painting, what it might be, how it fitted
- or more accurately how - we saw ourselves figuring in it.
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Landscape art was in an unusual state of flux at that time . As I have already said,
the immediate problem one wrestled with involved Formalism . It was something
one took for granted. Of course, Patrick McCaughey, the most powerful critic in
Melbourne in those days, was a dyed-i n-the-wool Formalist. During the early 1970s
he had slipped off to New York on a Harkness Fellowship where, under the sway
of Greenberg, he had started researching a work ofl Cezanne's landscapes. The
project did not come to fruition, although, now back in Melbourne, McCaughey was
widely known to be writing a rigorously Formalist monograph upon Fred Williams.
This was not unusual because, despite the claims that later commentators have
made for his works, Williams certainly discussed art as a series of techn ical
problems: it was as if the landscape was a hook on wh ich he hung his carefu l
brushwork and well-crafted overall design.23 (When published, Patrick's book was
an impressively exact portrait of what Fred said when he talked with painting
students about his art.) As it was, the prevailing values seemed to be summed up
during the late 1970s by Cezanne: The Late Work, the catalogue for a major MoMA
exhibition by the distinguished American scholar John Rewald. I have a strong
memory of seeing several major painters engrossed in that-weighty volume when
it came out, raving over the way Cezanne would alternate patches of hesitantly
applied colour with bare gesso. So daring, so eloquent.
There was a potent rival view. It was found in Robert Rosenblum's Modern Painting
and the Northern Romantic Tradition, a ground-breaking book by another American
scholar which set the foundat ions for landscape painting trembling. (The
Experience of Landscape, a history of landscape perception by the British biogeographer Jay Appleton, was also highly influential in the 1970s, but among local
sculptors rather than painters.) Rosenblum, on his own admission, had set up an
alternate view of modern art that was not centred culturally on Paris, or critically on
formal 'problems'. Instead, he was interested in the culture of Northern Europe, and
in an artistic tradition inclined towards transcendentalism and spiritual values .24
Modern art, according to this view, had shifted into abstraction in an effort to reveal
higher forces at play behind the natural world. It was an appealing, highly persuasive
approach. After all, during the 1970s we had a heightened awareness of the
environment, and it tended to spill into landscape-oriented art. The vanguard edge
was primarily in sculpture, with Australian artists such as Margaret Bell, Alison
Cousland, Aleks Danko, Ross Grounds, Noel Hutchison, David Morrissey and Peter
Neville pioneering new forms of sculpture (which often included plant matter and
used the lie of the land) that interacted with the environment to press an ecological
message .25 Indeed, John Davis, a quiet leader in this shift, was head of sculpture
at Prahran Tech, and his ever-present ideas exerted an influence over us as we
explored ways to work from and with the landscape. (Jeff sometimes invited John
to participate in landscape painting 'crit' sessions.)
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This was based on our study of Sidney Nolan's mid-1940s and
Arthur Boyd's early 1950sWimmera works at public galleries.
In confronting the flat, perspectiveless, wheat-blanketed
plains around Dimboola, Nolan (the most famou s of Prahran
Tech's 'o ld Boys') had suggested the vastn ess of the
environment by abstracting and abbreviating the landsca pe
down to a bare, almost featureless space: a sun drenched
ye llow blank running up to the horizon . Visiting the same
region a few yea rs later, Boyd had suggested the sheer
immen sity of the regi on by using the reve rse procedure,
cramming each canvas with visual activity. He filled his
pictures with closely-observed detail: prickly thistles and
briars, du st coated stones and dried blades of grass, tired
sheep gathering near a bore, birds gambolling in th e hot air,
and a solita ry farmer going about hi s day's work .

23 The only difference was that Fred Williams tried to represent
landscape not just visually, but in conscious terms of its
density. This was why he always used the thinnest washes to
depict the sky, soi l was carefully scumbled in, and tree
stumps went down as thick blobs of pigment mixed with wax
medium.
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Due to the comb ined assault of Marxism, Formalism and
Nietzschean sceptici sm upon art stud ies, that intriguing socalled 'spiritual dimension' of art had been more or less
declared contemporary art's reprehen sible 'other' for many
decades . Despite a recent swing by lead ing thinkers to
engage with these matters (such as Jacques Derrida's intriguing essay Of Spirit). the subject is still, w ithin contemporary
art circles, co nsidered something that shou ld at all costs be
excluded from serious discussion.

25 There was enormous interest among younger painters
when John Olsen accompa nied a scientific expedition to Lake
Hindmarsh led by the naturalist Vincent Serventy.
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These contrary pressures placed Jeff Makin's students in a curious position. As
children of a modernist century, history was for us a story of progress and
development. Looking back upon the achievement of past masters was like
surveying a relay-race. The Romantics ran their section of the course, then passed
the baton of creativity on to the Realists, who ran their 100 yards then passed the
baton to the Impressionists, who ran their set distance before passing the baton
over to the Post-Impressionists, and so on. This made perfect sense to us. A
mainstream, linear model clearly explained not just who came where, but how each
had made a distinct contribution to artistic endeavour. So when we talked of
landscape history, it was largely focussed on what the achievements of each past
master had been, what he had added to the collective effort. All the same, due to
lack of information, we had a skewed view of landscape painting. The tradition, for
us, was founded by Nicolas Poussin, next came Turner's early neo-classical works
(his later Romantic pieces were f:lt to have lead to a dead-end), followed by
Constable and the contemporaneous Barbizon School, next was Impressionism,
then the giant of artistic giants, Cezanne, following which came assorted Australian
copyists (Wakelin, Bell, Frater), then Drysdale, cut to Pugh, Juniper and Daws, then
steer direct to our own contemporary master Fred Williams. It was a most selective
view, more than slightly naive and filled with horrendous gaps, yet it gave us a
framework from which to work.
It needs to be realised that the history of Australian art was not formally taught in
art schools in those days. Each week we filed into a lecture theatre to absorb the
story of European art from Classicism to French Modernism, then rounded off with
a detailed account of American Late Modernism - our own culture was considered
not worthy of deliberate study. So what we learned was picked up, bricoleur-like,
from assorted sources. We would scrutinise Bernard Smith's important-looking
volume Australian Painting, and everyone had a well-thumbed copy of Robert
Hughes's popular paperback The Art of Australia (his follow-up 1975 television
series, the evocatively titled Landscape with Figures was also obligatory viewing).
On a visually immediate level, the National Gallery of Victoria's collection seemed
crammed with lessons not just on our own cultural history, but how to go about
making landscape pictures. We would regularly go in to spend a weekday afternoon
sketching details of paintings in its near deserted halls, looking slowly and deeply
and cautiously with delicate eyes, the only interruptions being a chirpy old guard
who liked to gossip, and the occasional party of Japanese tourists. But much of
what we learned came about during the course of Jeff Makin's attempts to teach
us landscape painting.
•
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John Brack once told me how his peers also often saw themselves conducting a visual conversation with past artists. The
outcome was paintings like The Bar (Brack) which investigated
Manet's Bar at the Folies Bergere, Skipping Girl (Charles Blackman) based on de Chirico's Mystery and Melancholy of the
Street, The Tree Loppers (Fred Williams) based on Rosso's
Deposition from the Cross, and The Boucher Nude (Brack)
based on Boucher's Mile O'Murphy.
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History, for artists like Makin, was not a detached academic pursuit. When he
painted a landscape, he saw himself as entering into a living dialogue with the landscapists of the past.2 6 This is something that creators will automatically identify with
and understand, although non-practitioners may mistake it for pomposity or
personal aggrandisement. It was not. Like the poetTS. Eliot, Makin perceived the
individual tCjllent as existing in relation to a tradition, for he considered it impossible
not to think of certain artists from the past when we set up our easels and rendered
the landscape. Each week we confronted the dilemma that a scene may immediately E?voke or lend itself to someone's style. At the You-Yangs we struggled to
free our works of the influence of Fred Williams; on a lonely creek north of Sunbury
the overtones were inclined to Louis Buvelot. What the Rosenblum and Appleton
books made us realise was the deeper cultural values that were implicit in those
pictures, in fact, they were implicit in our selection of subject matter: one outlook
was associated with views of cultivated landscapes, another was linked with the
encounter with wilderness. The dilemma facing us as we worked in the field was
not just where we fitted in this changing view of history, but how best to
communicate our artistic and cultural values in a landscape painting: how to
transform observation into expression.

,
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ORGET ABOUT CLASSICISM and Romanticism. They are, at best, classroom
categories useful when one is teaching beginners to appreciate differences in
outlook present in landscape paintings. Eventually one reaches a point where they
become a hindrance to further understanding. For instance, in Europe during the
seventeenth century, a period that saw the shaping of Neo-Classical landscape
painting as we know it, there were several rival models, not one dominant stream.
In central Italy alone the art scene was divided between f)ainters allied with the
Arcadian costume dramas of Nicolas and Gaspard Poussin, the poetiq-melancholic
ruined vistas of Claude Gellee (Lorraine), and the contemporaneous untamed wilds
of Salvator Rosa. 27 And this is to say nothing of those many artists who never
attempted to depict the semi-wooded Roman campagna, like the water-surrounded Venetians who favoured neat fertile meadows, and the Northerners from beyond
the Alps with their taste for thick forests and storm-clothed mountains. So terms
such as 'the Neo-Classical landscape' are, so to speak, a ladder one must throw
away after one has climbed it.
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Of course, strong landscape painting is probably best approached through the
province of cultural history, rather than art history. For it is an expression of habitatrelated values, a statement about what landscapes we find meaningful. The choice
of view alone can nakedly reveal one's weltanshauung (world-picture). As the
nineteenth century British essayist John Ruskin pointed out in his influential book
Modern Painters, the Greeks and Romans might have felt an affection for nature,
yet it was a subjected or tamed nature found in the garden, the field and the lush
pastures of Arcadia. These same peoples looked upon wilderness with horror,
shrinking, as Ruskin put it, 'with dread or hatred from all the ruggedness of lower
nature - from the wrinkled forest bark, the jagged hillcrest, and the irregular
inorganic storm of the sky.. .'. One can readily see these outlooks still at work in
contemporary Australia through the recreational patterns of ethnic groups - during
the summer vacation period those with a Southern Italian or Greek background will
head to the safely domesticated landscapes of the sandy beaches, whereas
German and Austrian descended Australians flock to the mountains. Our cultures
are inseparable from landscapes. 28
Since white settlement, Australian painting has had to grapple with two major
changes in landscape value - two 'paradigm shifts' as philosophers would call them.
The first occured in the 1890s with the transition from Northern-oriented to FrancoItalian landscapism. 29 Driven by a rise in nationalism across the arts (Lawson and
the Bulletin writers were then in full flight), the optimistic, sun-drenched 'blue-andgold' pastorals of the Streeton generation displaced the brooding, dark-hued wildernesses of Guerard and his peers. The old stylistic pathways which had run through
the holistic bio-sciences of Alexander Humboldt,30 and the transcendental values
of German Romanticism, were displaced by an alternate chain of influences flowing
from a mid-nineteenth century Parisian metropolitan style, steeped in the Barbizon
School and French Impressionism, and running ultimately back to seventeenth
century Franco-Italian view painting. So began what came to be termed the tradition
of the 'heroic' landscape, and the elevation of a pictorialism concerned primarily
with celebrating agriculture. A new view of the land was written over the old;
although, unlike reality, you were never mistaken that these were paintings of
Australia. The land itself might have been cleared for farming, with settlers even
planting their runs with stands of pine, elm, poplar, willow or peppercorn, although
artists never dispensed with the noble eucalypt.

Gaspard Dughet, whose sister had married Nicholas Poussin,
shared a workshop with his more mature brother-in-law for at
least three years, and subsequently adopted the Poussin
surname. For a time their landscape styles overlapped, in
some cases the artists being known to have collaborated on
compositions; although, Dughet was primarily a landscapist
- he was one of the most successful Franco-Italian landscapists of the day - employing others (including Jan Miel) to
paint the figures in his compositions during later years.

28 This difference in cultural outlook is especially evident in
the figure s placed in landscapes. Where the Fran co-Ita lian
approach dealt in idealised myth of a 'Golden Age', Flemish
and German painters presented contemporaneous rustics . In
this regard, Bernard Smith has asked what we might make of
the absence of figures in Fred Williams's landscapes, which
are, after all, mostly based on those cleared farmlands encircling Melbourne.
29

Probably the most visible monument to this Franco-Italian
outlook is the Temple to the Winds erected in 1901 on a sma ll
bluff at the western end in Melbourne's Botanical Gardens.
Installed by the state botanist William Guilfoyle as a concluding gesture in his remodelling of the gardens into an
attempted Italianate grassed parkland, this striking pavilion is
closely modelled on the Temple of the Sybil atTivoli, a 'signature' picturesque feature recurring through the moody
landscape paintings of Claude and his many followe rs.

30 The foremost naturalist of the early 19th century, Humboldt's
holistic ideas arose from the early work of Immanuel Kant,
who was critical of the system for classificating the natural
world devised by Carl Linnaeus. Kant reasoned that any
taxonomy based on a small number of features present in an
organism's external structure was inherently flawed . For Kant,
nothing existed in isolation, and he argued that what was
needed was a fuller description of phenomena as they
occurred in, and were integrated with, the natural world . The
description of an individual plant should not focu s on ly on that
plant: it should list full environmental details including temperature, altitude, humidity, weather conditions, soil types and
prevailing geology, lighting, magnetic fields, and also accompanying flora and fauna. Kant's views enjoyed much support
among German sc ientists, indeed, as Bernard Smith has
shown, Johann and Georg Forster, the German naturalists on
Cook's second Pacific voyage, followed his views and
attempted to plot flora, fauna , geological and meteorological
phenomena in conjunction ('My object was nature in its
greatest extent; the Earth, the Sea, the Air, the Organic and
Animated Creation ... ; Forster later wrote). Returning to
Germany in the 1790s, Georg Forster met and became a
mentor to Alexander Humboldt, a keen fledgling naturalist.
Before the decade was out Humboldt was himself to
embark upon a five year expedition to South America in which
he rigorously put Kant's and Forster's views into practice.
Striving to measure and record everything, among the instruments he carried were chronometers, telescopes, sextants,
theodolites, quadrants, a dipping needle, compasses, a magnetometer, a pendulum, several barometers, thermometers,
hygrometers, electrometers, a rain gauge, galvanic batteries,
reagents for chemical analysis and eudiometers to measure
atmospheric gases. He even carried a cynometer to gauge
variations in the blueness of the sky. Humboldt's resulting
publications on nature, chiefly the Historical Narrative of a
Voyage to the Equinoctial Regions of a New Continent (30
vols, 1807-34), the very popular Views of Nature : Or
Contemplations on the Sublime Phenomena of Creation
(1808), and his magnum opus Cosmos: A Sketch for a
Physical Description of the Universe (1844), reset the entire
natural history agenda. Proving that habitat and climatic zones
were crucial to all forms of life, these were not dry reports of
the information he had collected - including w here each plant
and animal species is found; where altitudinal and climatic
zones of vegetation begin and end; the types of agriculture
pursued; the underlying geological structures and soil types;
the perpetual snow line; the temperature and chemical composition of the air - but lively and informative explanations of
the interrelatedness and complexity of natural phenomena.
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This groundbreaking work heavily impacted upon visual art
during the early 19th century. Not only were French, German
and English artists reading Humboldt's books (the English art
critic John Ruskin even ran a disclaimer, insisting he was not
pastiching Cosmos, in the third volume of Modern Painters),
but his ideas were adapted for painting by the German
scientist Karl Gustav Carus in his influential work, Neun Briefe
Liber die Landschaftsmalerei (1831), a veritable instruction
manual for landscape artists (Carus states early in his work,
'let the young landscape painter be induced to observe the
connection between certain mountain formations and their
intemal structure, and the necessary connection between this
inner structure and the history of these mountains. Further,
let him observe the inevitability of certain kinds of vegetation
in certain places, the internal, thoroughly regular structure of
plants, the circumstances which modify the development of
the plant the tree and the shrub, the different nature and the
different movement of rivers and streams, let him be
informed about peculiar laws of atmospheric phenomena, the
different nature of clouds, of their formation and dissolution
in their movements.'). As a consequence, botanical and
zoo logica l illustrators began to render their subjects in their
habitat; while landscape painters took pains to present holistic
views that accurately recorded the landscape-as-environment.
To be sure, in 1844 Humboldt himself directly set new
'scientific' terms for landscape art via his best-selling book
Cosmos. Besides including a lengthy discussion on the
evolution and accuracy of European landscape painting, the
author suggested what directions it ought to move in,
stressing the need for scientific awareness. Importantly, he
cited the works of Ferdinand Bauer in 'New Holland and Van
Diemen's Land' as being especially meritorious, Humboldt's
discussion of art concluding with the suggestion that new
countries such as Austra lia 'will incontestably impart to meteorology and the descriptive natural sciences, as well as to
landscape painting, new impetus and a high tone of feeling.
(vol. 2, pt. 1, ch . 2) .
This prediction-cum-injunction clearly affected assorted
artists working in Austra lia during the mid-19th century: here
were instructions on precisely what the colonial painter
should do to make important art. Sure enough, Humboldt's
methodology became the impulse behind much colonial art
that engaged w ith the natural world. For example, Wilhelm
Blandowski and Gerard Krefft journeyed to the junction of the
Darling and Murray rivers, and set about trying to record
everything. Likewise, Eugen Guerard's fastidiously detailed
views of the Australian wilderness adhered to Humboldt's
rule that the landscapist should be a precise natural historian:
they are primarily records of habitat (Guerard's painting of
Tower Hill in western Victoria is so botanica lly accurate that it
was used by the National Parks Service in the 1970s to
identify missing plant species which were subsequently reintroduced into the district).
31

Perhaps it is significant that the two modernists who broke
the cast iron Franco-Italian pictorialist tradition were of
Danish (Olsen) and Welsh (Pugh) descent; although most
Australian art history does not look into artists' cu ltural backgrounds, and how they may affect their outlooks as manifested in the art they made.
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The verso of this outlook was the drab views of the city and
suburbs found in the 1950s works of John Brack and Jeffrey
Smart. If the bush is teeming and alive, the city is a sterile,
grey-and-brown, concrete-and-aspha lt dystopia.
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This paradigm shift probably sits behind the sudden appreciation ofTribal Aboriginal art in the 1960s and 70s, with white
viewers now grasping the comp lex relationship being
articulated towards land through such work.

34 The issue in the 1960s had not been that landscape was 'out'
because it was not in line with the new abstraction: it was
that making landscape paintings seemed a rather provincial
thing to do. And, as John Brack said to me, probably the
principal achievement of the new generation was finally to
discard the parochial idea that an artist's highest aspiration
should be to render the National landscape (something that
seemed beyond the earlier Nolan-Drysdale generation).
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The second paradigm shift in landscape values took place during the 1960s and 70s.
This was a time of contradiction. On the one hand, a concern for the environment
was starting to transform Australia. People were becoming deeply interested in
natural history. They hungered for connectedness with place, almost as if they
found in it a spiritual comfort. However, on the other hand, landscape painting had
fallen out of fashion upon the art scene. Partly this was because the established
way-of-Iooking was running out of steam. We can see this in the works of artists
such as Russell Drysdale and Fred Wi lliams - painters who, to my eye, stepped
back and presented a view of a landscape, holding everything at a distance. An
alternate outlook was inaugurated by Clifton Pugh and John Olsen, artists who
wanted to bring the viewer up close to nature, surrounding us with the palpable
things that make up a landscape. 31 Most telling was their treatment of subject
matter. The standard approach seemed to express an alienation from the land.
Drysdale and Williams from my
presented the Australian scene as
parched and inhospitable, as a deserted view (one often finds the artist deliberately
edited plant life out of the landscape when comparing Drysdale's photographs with
his paintings). In contrast, there was a hearty empathy to what the next generation
had to say about the land: Pugh, Olsen and their followers recast it as fertile and
teeming with life, as filled up with an ecosystem. 32
One artist looks and cannot see nature for the picturesque view, the other looks and
cannot see the view for the wonder of nature. These differences are not to be taken
lightly. They mirror a changing relationship with the landscape. It is not just that in
the former, the artist looks atthe world, while the latter has the artist placed within
the world. The first position, the culmination of the outlook found in Streeton's formulaic Land of the Golden Fleece series, places value within a 'productive' landscape, within a land subject to agriculture. Drysdale's works insist time and time
again that unfarmed land is infertile, an undeveloped red waste. The alternate
approach, encapsulated in Olsen's The You Beaut Country series, finds meaning in
the untouched wilderness, in showing the bush alive and throbbing. A complete
shift in awareness was being played out in art. No longer was the land to be tamed
and controlled, instead some artists were insisting that,it was to be understood and
appreciated in its own terms - in environmental terms.33

HE 1980s WAS A STRANGETIME for landscape painting. One was under no
illusions that it was anything but marginal to the course of 'important' contemporary art. After all, landscape painting had been dismissed as unfashionable at least
since the arrival of Colour Field art in the mid-1960s. 34 And yet, despite that stigma
attached to the genre by art institutions, some self-evidently solid, considered,
significant work was appearing. Landscape painting seemed very much to be an
expanding field with fresh faces coming to the fore: people like William Robinson
with his hurdy gurdy, slightly miraculous views of the bush, Howard Taylor who had
pared his experience of life in a Karri forest down to fleeting white-on-white abstractions, Jan Senbergs with his quirky views of a toxic landscape poisoned by mining
and acid rain, and John Wolseley whose multi-layered compositions were
fashioned from drawings, paintings and bush debris collaged together on
rambling expeditions outback. Pluralism was the norm and there was no set way
to do things. For a spell, attention in Melbourne even turned on several promising
younger landscapists, such as Philip Hunter, who charmed the art scene with his
adroit charcoals showing a bird's eye view of Kakadu National Park, and Charles
Green, who transformed Himalayan peaks into enigmatic voids - mystical holes
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piercing the fabric of reality - in a stirring series of dark syrupy abstractions. Artists
were free to speak in their own voices. And, despite the sneers of academics and
curators, they were praised by their peers for striving to do so.
It is therefore no surprise that the 1980s was also a period of experiment and
transition for Jeff Makin. By this time I had moved off, embarking on studies in
philosophy and art history, and had lost contact. But I still visited his exhibitions,
keeping an eye on what he was doing. Shifting on from his blue-green-orange
landscapes, Makin ceased to hold the landscape back at a distance and produced
a succession of pictures that brought the viewer in close. He was rethinking and
revaluing the landscape, moving away from Franco-Italian view painting to a more
environmentally-aware mode. I suspect that this was at least partly triggered by his
domestic circumstances. During the 1970s the country had been somewhere he
visited. Makin was very much a city person, living in a rambling Victorian mansion
in smart Hawthorn, then a similar nineteenth century shop-and-premises in confined Kensington. In the country he was always an interloper, for he needed to
surround himself with the daily bustle of urban life. However, the early 1980s saw
Makin move out of suburbia to Ferny Creek in the Dandenong Ranges, and begin
to appreciate the bush as only one who lives in daily communion with it can.
Thus came on a change in his painting. It was immediately apparent in his choice
of subject matter. Orderly farmed lands gave way to the unruly bush. True, animal
life did not figure in these new works, the stress being on presenting thick bush as
a system of interlocking verticals (trees) and .arches (knolls and shrubs).
Compositionally, many of Makin's bush glades seemed indebted to a set of views
painted by Henri Matisse at Issy-Ies-Molineaux during the summer of 1913 (especially The Blue Window) - there was a similar overt rhythm to his scaffold of thick
arching lines, the way he filled up areas of the canvas with pungent blocks of
patterned colour, and the entire composition would often teeter between the
natural and the artificial. Together, the paintings probably represented a getting-toknow experience. The treatment of vegetation as a dark, richly coloured screen may
suggest that the artist was now starting to see the bush as a refuge, a place of
comfort. 35 Yet there was an unevenness about the paintings as a group, for Makin
was defining his way. He appeared deliberately to take a mid-point position on the
evolving landscape scene, attempting to straddle the conflicting demands of those
artists who stood back and presented a grand view, and others who moved in and
joyously inspected nature. He might have taken the painting in close, yet flowers
were never flowers, trees not trees, rocks not rock. They were blobs of colour,
thrusting verticals, knobby masses.
35

Behind the immediate pictorial problems, Makin was trying to define a means of
saying something more, of using landscape as a symbol. The inspiration, I later
discovered, was the British painter James Ward's grand landscape The Goredale
Scar of 1814, one of the most popular essays in Romanticism held in the Tate
Gallery's collection. On the surface, The Goredale Scar is an exemplar of wild
sublimity (when first exhibited its young admirers included Turner, Gericault and
Delacroix). Cast in ominous shadows beneath a tempestuous sky, immense rocky
cliffs tower over a bleak, wind-blasted vale. A pale bull stands in the foreground at
extreme right, a scrawny Wordsworthian bent tree at the left, deer are scattered
in the gloom, and a stream tumbles down a bare scree behind. Clearly, this is an
essay in the awesome danger of raw nature. 36 Yet Ward also was concerned to
make a symbol for his times. The stoic bull defying the immense dark tempest is
literally 'John Bull', the typical Englishman, while the deer (which had not been seen
in the region within living memory) signified the ancient British race. Conceived and
intially worked during the final chapters of the Napoleonic Wars, The Goredale Scar
is an intended essay on the tenacious British spirit. Makin had an ambition to use
landscape in a similar allegorical vein, an impulse that was apparent in the increasing number of pictures he produced concentrating upon waterfalls and cliff-like
geological formations.

According to the British bio-geographer Jay Appleton,
Western landscapists often suggest refuge through the dusky
woodland scene. A sense of intimacy is evoked in such works
by using foliage as screening material to prevent a view into
distance, and also emphasising the immediacy of tree, shrub,
moss and bush. The view-of-Iandscape gives way to the
encounter-with-nature, qualities even found in Wordsworth's
poetry:
... O'er pathless rocks,
Through beds of matted fern, and tangled thickets,
Forcing my way, I came to one dear nook
Unvisited, where not a broken bough
Drooped with its withered leaves, ungracious sign
Of devastation; but hazels rose
Tall and erect, with tempting clusters hung ..
(Nutting, lines 14-20)
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Besides dramatic lighting, Ward manipulated the view by
using 'qualitative involution', a system for compacting a
landscape by taking visual slices out of a broader panoramic
view. Invented by the influential German painter Friedrich von
Hardenberg, 'qualitative involution' was later taught to aspiring landscapists - among them Eugen Guerard and Albert
Bierstadt - at the Dusseldorf Academy, Europe's landscapecentred art school. As the art historians Candice Bruce and
Tim Bonyhady have shown, Guerard later went on to profitably use the method when painting assorted views of
Australia, in particular his panoramic view from the summit
of Kosciuszko.
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Australia is the driest continent. Clean running water has a special significance here.
Most prized by Australians, as the foreign tourist soon finds, are waterfalls. No
matter how slim or sporadic the f low of liqu id, waterfalls are inevitably marked on
maps, sign-posted on roads and treated as important points marking out the
landscape. And we treat them as such, stopping the car, then tramping ridiculous
distances on broken tracks through rough country to see threads of water running
over rocks, and, of course, stripping off our clothes during sweltering weather to
stand under the cool pour. Every Austra lian has felt a connection with at least one
waterfall. I wonder how many of them we have visited, and how far we have
walked to see or bathe in them? (I speak here as one who spent several days hiking
thirty-odd kilometres across the Jagungal Wilderness to see the unspoiled and near
inaccessible splendour of Valentine's Falls.) Even Australian towns testify to the
imaginative power of waterfalls . In Melbourne, for instance, a city founded by John
Batman and John Fawkner at the Ya \row Yarrow Falls, there was a few years back
much public unrest over the removal of a block-wide artificial waterfall in the city
square, and then over suggestions that the waterwall might be removed from the
entrance to the National Gallery of Victoria. Notably, the arch itects of Melbourne's
casino complex tried to make it more agreeable by erecting along its forecourt
monolithic blocks down which water trickles and drips. Falling water remains an
emotively powerful image in Austral ia.
To me it seemed Makin had not only locked into this issue, but found his allusive
direction when he painted his first waterfall. Of course, there were considerable
view paintings, particularly of those lush fecund valleys reclining against the ranges
of North Eastern Victoria - they clearly were evocations of Australia felix, as Major
Mitchell named the grassy plains when he crossed Victoria in the 1830s. Yet it was
with Makin's 1990s waterfall images that the artist found a subject at which he
increasingly excelled. Sometimes the painting was all thrust and power, the energy
of a rushing river cutting its way through a forest, obl ivious to all obstacles. The irrepressible forces of nature in action . At other moments he just traced the arcing
silvery line of falling creeklets, bouncing and tumbl ing from ledge to rock in an
otherwise arid wilderness. Nature clinging on in unwelcoming conditions. The artist
was grappling with a motif that was bigger than the immediate view. The paintings
seemed to speak of the ebb and flow of living, about our steering a course between
contrary pressures, about enduring against all odds. Jeffrey Makin had found his
symbol.
KEILOR PLAINS, 2001
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